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International Thinking Skills Conference 2018 

Tuesday 12
th

 June 2018  

09.05 – 10.30 am                           

 

Keynote Speaker – Dr. Joni Holmes 

Head of the Centre for Attention Learning and Memory 

 MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, University of Cambridge 

 

Managing working memory loads in the classroom and the importance of broader cognitive 

dimensions that impede school-based learning 

Up to 15% of the school population are recognised as having special educational needs (Department for Education, 2017). Understanding why some children 

struggle to learn provides the key to advancing the development of targeted intervention and prevention strategies. Low levels of working memory 

performance are widely reported in groups of children with difficulties in reading, maths and science. In this talk I will describe the primary characteristics of 

children with poor working memory and outline how they overlap with those seen in children with other developmental disorders such as ADHD. I will discuss 

how working memory limitations restrict learning opportunities in the classroom and present data evaluating two interventions designed to alleviate the 

difficulties associated with working memory problems. Finally I will present our new dimensional approach to understanding cognitive developmental 

disorders through work we are conducting with educational and clinical practitioners in our new research clinic, the Centre for Attention Learning and 

Memory, which is based in Cambridge.   
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WORKSHOP  LEADER WORKSHOPS: TUESDAY 12
th

 JUNE 2018 – SESSION ONE 11.00 am – 12.30 pm 

TITLE & SUMMARY 

Sofiya Pimpilova & 

Katya Nikolova 

Building a Thought-Full Environment  

 

Class teacher and Thinking 

Drive Team Leader & 

Teacher and KS2-3 

Supervisor  

 

British School of Sofia 

Bulgaria 

Our workshop will provide an insight on how the manner in which teachers respond to students can sustain a thoughtful 

environment that creates trust; allows risk-taking and is experimental, creative and positive. We will share a range of strategies 

we use across the curriculum and the key stages which help the Habits of Mind become natural parts of our classroom 

community. The session will give examples on how we create a student-centred thinking and how we make this unique to our 

school. It will also emphasize on the importance of teachers monitoring the climate of their school to ensure these conditions 

are sustained. 

Target Audience : The examples will be from Primary, Key stage 2, but the techniques will be useful for all ages. (Mainly for new 

Thinking schools). 

 

 

Andrea Smollan Creating Metacognitive  Classrooms 

Chartered Educational 

Psychologist and Consultant   

 

Thinking Matters  

and  

Independent Consultant  

 

 “Too often, we teach students what to think but not how to think.” 

 

We know that one of the most important aims of education is to teach students how to learn on their own both in school and 

beyond . But how do we learn how to learn? How do we know what we’ve learned and how to direct our own future learning?  

This 'hands on' session will explore what metacognition  is all about  and how it helps learners to become better at learning.  

We will consider what metacognition  looks like, sounds like and feels like in the classroom and how to turn our classrooms into 

strategic and reflective thinking hubs .  

 

The session will include examples of how to incorporate metacognitive skills into the classroom, learning questions to stimulate 

meta cognitive thinking  and displays to remind pupils what metacognitive strategies they have in their toolbox.  

It will also be an experiential session where teachers will have opportunities  to reflect on their own processes as learners,  try 

out ideas and explore their own metacognitive skills. 

 

Target Audience:   For new and experienced practitioners/ teachers; senior leaders;  Senco's. Examples will focus mainly 

around primary pupils  but the principles of metacognition and self-reflection during the session are for both primary and 

secondary practitioners.  
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WORKSHOP  LEADER WORKSHOPS: TUESDAY 12
th

 JUNE 2018 – SESSION ONE 11.00 am – 12.30 pm 

TITLE & SUMMARY 

Marion Browning & 

Beth Welstead 

The impact of a whole school approach, including families, to the development and embedding of Cognitive Education both 

inside and outside the classroom 

Deputy Head & 

Thinking Skills Lead (MB)l 

 

Year 3 Teacher & 

Assistant Thinking Skills 

Lead (BW),  

 

All Faiths Children’s 

Academy 

 

 

Sir Ken Robinson states, 

“Outdoor play and its benefits are vital for education and vital for our families.” 

 

This session will highlight how a strong Cognitive Education is enabling us to fulfil our school’s ethos of Children First, Aspire, 

Challenge and Achieve, to empower our families to improve their children’s life chances. 

 

This will also provide an insight into what has worked well and why- within a primary setting - in a deprived urban area. 

Through a process of trialling different approaches, we have managed to engage and motivate our parents and carers with our 

thinking philosophy and educate them on the learning opportunities that are on their doorstep. 

The speakers will show how pupil, parent and staff drive teams can work together to forge a very strong link to enable pupils to 

share their cognitive learning. 

 

 Target Audience:  Primary/Infants schools, teachers, senior leaders, parents. 

Chantelle Herridge, 

Charlotte Whittick & 

Charlie Arnold 

How Thinking stems so easily from STEM 

 

Chantelle Herridge 

(Head of Technology) 

Charlotte Whittick 

(KS3 lead for Science) 

Charlie Arnold 

(Mathematics) 

 

Glenmoor and Winton 

Academies 

 

 

Ok, it’s a cheesy title we know that – but underneath this whimsical façade there lies three passionate teachers who believe 

that utilising a range of thinking tools in their subject areas just makes a great deal of sense. The workshop will dedicate equal 

time to three STEM based subjects (Science, Technology and Mathematics) and we will share what we have been doing with 

our students to try and make them more inquisitive, independent and reflective learners.  

.  

Target Audience:  The examples will be from a Secondary School perspective although would hopefully be transferable to other 

sectors. 
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WORKSHOP  LEADER WORKSHOPS: TUESDAY 12
TH

 JUNE 2018 – SESSION TWO  1.30 pm – 3.00 pm 

TITLE & SUMMARY 

Stuart Robertson & 

Mark McCaughan 

Clearer Thinking, Optimal Learning - the benefits of mindfulness in getting students ready to learn 

Stuart Robertson 

(B Ed Hons) 

www.1-2-

1yogatherapy.co.uk  

● Experienced teach 

● Wellbeing co-

ordinator 

● Yoga teacher 

● Physiotherapist 

 

Mark McCaughan 

(BA Ed Hons NPQH) 

Teaching and Learning 

Consultant 

www.mcmlearning.co.uk 

(MCM Learning Ltd.) 

 

● Local Authority 

English Consultant 

● Experienced Senior 

Manager (Primary 

and Secondary) 

● SCITT trainer 

 

Stuart and Mark’s mindful 

writing resources and ideas 

can be found at 

www.mindfulwriting.net   

 

 

 

Stuart and Mark’s work together emerged from a conversation about how difficult it is for teachers to get pupils “ready to 

learn”, especially after periods of transition. At the time, Mark was Primary Headteacher and Stuart was the wellbeing and 

mindfulness co-ordinator in a Special Needs school. They concluded that children often bring so many distractions into the 

classroom, that their capacity to learn effectively can be compromised. Stuart suggested that mindfulness can be used to create 

the environment for optimal learning, especially when classes need to settle and focus, letting go of these distractions.  Recent 

EEF research has emphasised the benefits of pupils self-regulating their learning, and, if they can emotionally self-regulate as 

well, this can be a potent combination. And what about staff wellbeing? 

Together, Mark and Stuart created www.mindfulwriting.net, a site with a free writing journal with linked mindfulness 

resources.  

Mark, who was already a keen advocate of Thinking Skills in his practice, developed the use of these resources in several 

Primary Schools, and has some success stories to share, particularly with pupils he works with in targeted intervention groups. 

He has also been working with trainee teachers on SCITT programmes to spread the word about the benefits of mindfulness 

and the feedback received has been very positive.  

This practical session will also feature Mark’s W.R.I.T.E.R. sequence (Igniting Children’s Writing – Bloomsbury) and will consider 

how teachers can get pupils thinking well as writers to improve writing outcomes. 

 

Target Audience: Primary and secondary. 
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WORKSHOP  LEADER WORKSHOPS: TUESDAY 12
TH

 JUNE 2018 – SESSION TWO  1.30 pm – 3.00 pm 

TITLE & SUMMARY 

Dave Harvey Low Planning - High Thinking 

 

Assistant Headteacher, 

 

Leventhorpe School, 

Sawbridgeworth 

 

The new content heavy GCSE and A Level specifications mean that we could, understandably, fall into delivering lessons 

focused on zooming through content at the expense of rich thinking. Which teacher isn’t terrified by the thought of discovering 

the exam paper their students are sitting is on the topic they just didn’t have time to cover! 

Leventhorpe began its thinking school journey 1 year ago. Our Drive Team have been producing ‘Low Planning – High Thinking’ 

activities designed to work in all subjects, reduce teacher’s planning time and ensure vital higher order thinking is maintained in 

the ongoing battle to cover content. 

In this session we will share, try out and ask you to help us further develop our ‘Low Planning – High Thinking’ activities. 

 

Target Audience: Teachers of any subject. The activities were designed with secondary school lessons in mind. 

Richard Coe Making Thinking Visible 

 

Vice Principal, 

 

Glenmoor and Winton 

Academies 

 

 

Stealing (sort of) Hattie’s famous title, this workshop aims to: 

1. Make the case for making thinking visible and its importance 

2. Give concrete examples of making thinking visible 

3. Stimulate ideas for you to use in your own context 

Using the work of Hyerle and de Bono in the main, we will explore visual tools / context frames for writing and memory / and 

de Bono’s CoRT1 tools for divergent and convergent thinking.  

Target Audience:  The examples will be from secondary context but the ideas could (I would hope) easily crossover to primary. 

 This workshop would suit those at the start of their journey towards a thinking school or those who want to explore context 

frames or de Bono tools in more detail.  

Nick Symes & 

Teresa Williams 

Joining Up the Thinking  

International Director (NS)  

Training Director (TW) 

  

Thinking Matters 

Within the context of the revised approach that Thinking Matters is adopting, this practical workshop gives participants the 

opportunity to relate typical classroom activities to thinking objectives and learner independence.  The key focus of the 

workshop is on transferability of concepts and knowledge across the curriculum. 

Target Audience: Primary and Secondary 

 


